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Our Vision 

At The Belham Primary School, PE and school sport is seen as a key factor in providing 

an inclusive and exciting education. Having high quality PE lessons throughout the school, 

we aim to provide the opportunity for pupils to develop and become healthy, confident, 

competent and enthusiastic individuals, who have the skills to participate and be sports 

leaders in extra- curricular activities. The school sports premium will be used to further 

enhance the PE and sports provision at ‘The Belham’ and to promote a healthy lifestyle.   

What is the Sports Premium? 

The primary P.E and sport premium is paid to schools to fund additional and sustainable 

improvements to the provision of PE and sport, for the benefit of primary-aged pupils, to 

encourage the development of healthy, active lifestyles.  

All schools with 17 or more primary-aged pupils receive a lump sum plus a premium per 

pupil. Below you will see our four-year spending strategy.  

Our Long-Term Spending strategy: 

Over the last four years we have used the Sports Premium Funding to establish a broad 

range of sports taught as part of our standard curriculum (this included purchasing 

equipment and training staff); we have expanded the range of opportunities in our wrap 

around care ( we now have around 6 free before school sports practices and 22 paid for 

after school clubs – many of which are sports based); we have enhanced our lunchtime 

provision to get children active during break times; we have established ourselves in the 

competitive circuit of both the state and independent sectors in our area.  

In the last year (2019-20) we have invested in our own in-house sports coach who has 
been able to better facilitate a broad and balanced provision that enables every one of 

our children to succeed and we have worked with other stakeholders to set up our own 

Peckham sports league and interhouse lunchtime leagues.  

Our spending for the last year can be seen below.  

Outgoings in the year 2019-20 were slightly over our grant of £18,290 this is due to 

COVID19 which obviously impacted many of these plans and has set us back slightly in 

some of our long-term goals as we had to reallocate funds to provide alternative 

provisions.  

To manage remote learning and the pressures that lockdown put upon our families we 

quickly set up weekly yoga, dance and PE recorded lessons for all age groups that we 

made freely available (to the wider community) via our website.  
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Spend for 2019-20 – against a grant of £18290 

Remote Provision  £2,380.00 

Top Up Swimming  £1,344.00 

Resources £3,330.00 

Competitions £840.00 

Yoga £1,200.00 

Sports Coach  £9,217.00 

Total £18,311.00 

While the amount of the grant for the year 2020-21 have yet to be published- reports 

suggest it will be similar to this year (meaning we should expect around £18,900) Our 

priorities are: 

 Promote Swimming (top-up lessons for Yr. 4, COVID catch up lessons Yr. 5/6 & 

Swimming gala - £1792 

 Develop competitions (Inter house leagues, Peckham primary plaque and other 

local leagues) - £1762 

 Nutrition & Obesity (Promoting active lifestyles, nutrition training for staff and 

children) - £3587 

 CPD (developing staff to create capacity for more sport) - £1395 

 Broadening Curriculum (before school sessions, specialist staff and equipment) - 

£8952 

Measuring the Impact 

We will evaluate the impact of the Sports Premium funding as part of our normal self-

evaluation and provision mapping arrangements. We will look at how well we use our 

Sport Premium to improve the quality and breadth of PE and sporting provision, 

including increasing participation in PE and sports so that all pupils develop healthy 

lifestyles and reach the performance levels they are capable of.  

Measuring the impact of the activities provided with sports premium funding can be 

achieved in different ways. We will look at progress in PE as well as other areas of 

development such as self-esteem, confidence, and the number of pupils involved in 

sporting activities in and out of school. We will also evaluate the impact of professional 

development opportunities in improving teaching and learning in PE.  

We know that measuring the impact for the year 2019-20 will not be possible due to the 

pandemic.  

 


